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Abstract— Measures of dynamic manipulability summarize a ma-
nipulator’s capacity to generate accelerations for arbitrary tasks, and
such measures are useful tools for the design and control of general-
purpose robots. Existing measures, however, downplay the effects
of velocity or else ignore them altogether. In this paper we derive
the relationship between joint velocity and end-effector acceleration,
and through case studies we demonstrate that velocity has a complex,
non-negligible effect on manipulability. We also provide evidence that
movement near a singularity is beneficial for certain tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Any suitable measure that summarizes the capabilities
of a manipulator may provide useful information for both
the design of multi-purpose robots and for the subsequent
planning of efficient movements. Yoshikawa [1] suggested
one such measure based on the volume of the manipula-
bility ellipsoid, as derived from a manipulator’s kinematic
properties, i.e., the Jacobian. Similarly, Chiu [2] viewed
a manipulator as a “mechanical transformer” and used the
Jacobian to describe the duality between velocity and force
transmission capabilities. Chiu also defined the compati-
bility index as a basis for computing postures that optimize
a robot’s performance at a particular task [2].

A number of extensions to this work dealt with dynamic,
as well as kinematic characteristics of the robot. To quan-
tify acceleration capabilities, for example, Yoshikawa later
proposed the dynamic manipulability measure [3] which
incorporates the manipulator mass matrix in addition to the
Jacobian. Subsequently, Chiacchio and colleagues demon-
strated that gravity induces a translation of the dynamic
manipulability ellipsoid [4] and that a weighted Jacobian—
one that accounts for inertia and torque limits—provides a
better match between such ellipsoids and the corresponding
acceleration polytopes [5].

Despite considerable progress with regard to measures of
dynamic manipulability, relatively little attention has been
paid to the effects of velocity-dependent dynamics, i.e.,
Coriolis and centrifugal forces. One exception is the ac-
celeration radius [6] which specifies a lower bound on the
isotropic acceleration of the end-effector from any admis-
sible state. Another exception is the motion isotropy hy-
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persurface [7] that generalizes the acceleration radius by
handling the mismatch between translational and rotational
coordinates, cf. [8]. The drawback of such analyses, how-
ever, is their emphasis on isotropic capabilities and worst-
case performance. A manipulator may be highly efficient at
accelerating its end-effector along some trajectories, even
when its isotropic capabilities are diminished or lost alto-
gether.

The goal of this paper is to provide further insight about
the role that velocity plays for manipulability. Admittedly,
this work raises more questions than answers. Although we
advocate the use of general manipulability measures, the
focus of this paper is more cautionary: Rather than propose
a new measure of manipulability, we instead demonstrate
that internal motion of a manipulator as well as movement
of its end-effector can have a complex, non-negligible ef-
fect on a robot’s acceleration performance.

II. DYNAMIC MANIPULABILITY

Ignoring the effects of disturbances, e.g., friction, the
equation of motion for an open-chain manipulator with n
rigid links can be expressed as

τ = M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇) + G(q), (1)

where τ is an n × 1 vector of joint actuator torques and q,
q̇, and q̈ are n × 1 vectors of generalized joint positions,
velocities, and accelerations, respectively. In Eq. (1), M(q)
is the n × n mass matrix that captures the configuration-
dependent inertial properties of the robot, C(q, q̇) accounts
for Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and G(q), represents
the vector of joint torques due to gravity.

Let x = [x1 x2 · · · xm]T denote the m-dimensional task
vector associated with the tip of the manipulator. In the
remainder of this paper we consider only translational ac-
celerations and so x is the Cartesian position of the end-
effector with m ≤ 3. The mapping of positions from joint
space to task space is nonlinear, and the m × n Jacobian
matrix J represents the first-order term in a Taylor expan-
sion of this mapping. Thus the Jacobian also describes the
configuration-dependent relationship between velocities in
the two coordinate systems:

ẋ = J(q)q̇. (2)



Differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to time yields the cor-
responding relationship for accelerations:

ẍ = J(q)q̈ + J̇(q, q̇)q̇. (3)

A. Ellipsoid Derivation

Since the manipulator mass matrix is positive definite
and, therefore, invertible, we can solve Eq. (1) for q̈ and
substitute into Eq. (3). Dropping the explicit dependencies
on q and q̇, the result is the following expression in terms
of actuator torques rather than joint accelerations:

ẍ = JM−1(τ − C−G) + J̇q̇ (4)

= JM−1
τ + ẍvel + ẍgrav, (5)

where

ẍvel = −JM−1C + J̇q̇ (6)

and

ẍgrav = −JM−1G. (7)

As in ref. [5], if we assume symmetric torque limits such
that

−τ limit
i ≤ τi ≤ +τ limit

i , i = 1, . . . , n, (8)

then the normalized actuator torques, τ̃ , can be written as

τ̃ = L−1
τ , (9)

where L = diag(τ limit
1 , . . . , τ limit

n ). The set of admissible
torques can then be represented as 2n inequalities written
in the following compact form [5]:

‖τ̃‖∞ ≤ 1. (10)

Substituting Lτ̃ for τ in Eq. (5) yields

ẍ = JM−1Lτ̃ + ẍvel + ẍgrav (11)

= JM−1Lτ̃ + ẍbias, (12)

where ẍbias = ẍvel + ẍgrav is a bias term that represents the
end-effector acceleration when τ̃ = 0.

Eq. (12) maps the n-dimensional hypercube defined by
‖τ̃‖∞ ≤ 1 to an m-dimensional polytope that delimits
the set of feasible end-effector accelerations. Alternatively,
Eq. (12) can be used to map the n-dimensional sphere de-
fined by

τ̃
T
τ̃ ≤ 1 (13)

to an m-dimensional ellipsoid. This dynamic manipulabil-
ity ellipsoid is derived by solving Eq. (12) for τ̃ and substi-
tuting the result into Eq. (13):

(ẍ− ẍbias)
T(JM−1L)−T(JM−1L)−1(ẍ− ẍbias) ≤ 1.

(14)

Since M and L are both symmetric, Eq. (14) simplifies to

(ẍ− ẍbias)
T(J−TML−2MJ−1)(ẍ− ẍbias) ≤ 1. (15)

The matrix J−TML−2MJ−1 from the previous equation
determines the shape of the dynamic manipulability ellip-
soid. Each eigenvector, vi, of this matrix specifies one of
the ellipsoid’s principal axes, the length of which is given
by 1/

√
wi, where wi is the corresponding eigenvalue. The

shape of the “kinematic” manipulability ellipsoid, on the
other hand, is determined by J−TJ−1, with no correction
for the manipulator’s inertia and actuator torque limits.

To compute the actual ellipsoid, we require a suitable
inverse for the Jacobian, which, in general, is not square.
Following the recommendation by Chiacchio [5] we utilize
the weighted pseudoinverse of the Jacobian:

J†Q = Q−1JT(JQ−1JT)−1, (16)

where Q = ML−2M is a weight matrix that accounts for
both inertia and torque limits. In summary, the shape of the
“weighted” dynamic manipulability ellipsoid is determined
by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of

N = J†
T

Q QJ†Q. (17)

See ref. [5] for further details.

B. Velocity Effects

Chiacchio et al. [4] demonstrated previously that ẍgrav

has the effect of translating the center of the dynamic ma-
nipulability ellipsoid away from the origin where ẍ =
0. Even small translations can have a dramatic effect on
the achievable accelerations in some directions, especially
when ẍgrav is aligned approximately with the ellipsoid’s mi-
nor axis. Eqs. (11)-(15) show that the velocity dependent
terms from Eq. (6) have a similar effect on dynamic ma-
nipulability. Moreover, the overall displacement given by
ẍbias is sometimes dominated by ẍvel as demonstrated in the
following section.

Returning for the moment to Eq. (1), one can show that
C(q, q̇) is bounded by a quadratic in q̇ such that

‖C(q, q̇)‖ ≤ c(q)‖q̇‖2, (18)

where c(q) is a known scalar function specified by the ma-
nipulator’s inertial properties and ‖ · ‖ is any appropriate
norm [9]. Moreover, if the joints are all revolute, then c(q)
becomes a constant independent of configuration [9]. And
since M−1 is bounded [10], one can derive similar rela-
tionships for both terms in Eq. (6) and, therefore, for ẍvel as
well:

‖ẍvel(q, q̇)‖ ≤ β(q)‖q̇‖2, (19)

where β(q) is another known scalar function of q.



Fig. 1. Acceleration polytope and dynamic manipulability ellipsoids for
q = [+ π

2 − π

2 − π

2 ]T and q̇ = [1 1 1]T. The polytope (light gray) and
corresponding ellipsoid (white cutout) depict the manipulator’s accelera-
tion capabilities with corrections for both gravity and velocity. Superim-
posed is the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid with correction for gravity
only (dark gray). Small circles denote the position of the end-effector
(black), the centroid of the polytope (white), and the center of the gravity-
corrected ellipsoid (gray).

Eq. (19) provides further intuition about the effects of ve-
locity on manipulability. Nominally, we expect the accel-
eration bias to be quadratic in the joint velocity. However,
Eq. (19) represents an upper bound and provides no indi-
cation for which configurations ‖ẍvel‖ is small even when
‖q̇‖2 is relatively large. Eq. (19) also fails to capture the
orientation of ẍvel which can change dramatically over a
short period of time. Theoretical limitations such as these
motivate the use of case studies to gain further insight about
the role that velocity plays for manipulability.

III. EXAMPLES

The examples studied in this section all utilize the planar
three-link manipulator described by Chiacchio [5]. Each
link is modeled as a rigid rod with uniform density and
with inertial parameters set as follows:

link length (m) mass (kg)
1 1.0 4.0
2 0.8 2.0
3 0.5 0.6

Eq. (1) summarizes the manipulator dynamics, with gravity
acting downward and with actuator torques normalized by
L = diag(100, 30, 4) Nm.

A. Increasing Velocity

Our first case study replicates one by Chiacchio [5] with
the addition of a velocity component. In particular, we ex-
amine the configuration q = [+π

2 − π

2 − π

2 ]T with joint
velocities q̇1 = q̇2 = q̇3 = ω, for ω increasing from 0 to
4 rad · s−1. For the case ω = 1 we have

M =





4.494 0.711 −0.100
0.711 0.861 0.050
−0.100 0.050 0.050
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Fig. 2. Acceleration versus joint velocity magnitude with q̇1 = q̇2 =
q̇3 = ω. Shown are the acceleration radius (gray curve) and the mag-
nitude of the acceleration offsets due to gravity and velocity (light and
heavy curves, respectively). The small arrow marks the value of ‖q̇‖ that
corresponds to ω = 1 as in Figure 1.

C =
[

4.440 −0.680 −0.480
]T

,

G =
[

12.569 12.570 0.000
]T

,

J =

[

−0.500 0.500 0.500
0.800 0.800 0.000

]

,

and

J̇q̇ =
[

−3.200 3.500
]T

.

From Eqs. (6) and (7) we then derive

ẍvel =
[

1.072 3.697
]T

and

ẍgrav =
[

0.000 −12.400
]T

.

Thus for ω = 1, ‖ẍgrav‖ is more than three times greater
than ‖ẍvel‖. In this case, the overall translation given by
ẍbias is attributed primarily to the gravity component, as ex-
hibited by a small offset between the ellipsoids in Figure 1.

Nevertheless, Figure 2 shows that ẍvel grows quadrati-
cally in ‖q̇‖ as expected. (Empirically, Eq. (19) holds with
equality for β = 1.28.) In this particular example, the in-
ner product of ẍvel and ẍgrav is negative, and so ẍvel can-
cels part the offset due to gravity. For ‖q̇‖ < 3, the ef-
fect is improved isotropic capabilities, as indicated by the
increased acceleration radius, r*. When velocity grows be-
yond ‖q̇‖ = 3, however, r* decreases toward zero, since
ẍvel grows large enough to dominate ẍgrav and eventually
the polytope no longer encompasses the end-effector.1
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Fig. 3. Acceleration polytope and dynamic manipulability ellipsoids for
two configurations that maintain the end-effector position at (0.8, 0.5).
Maximum achievable acceleration in the leftward direction is depicted
by a horizontal line from the end-effector to the leftmost point on the
polytope. When the manipulator is stationary, the configuration in panel
(a) is preferred to that in panel (c). This contrasts with a moving robot, for
which the configuration in panel (d) is preferred to the one in panel (b).

B. Exploiting Redundancy

It is well known that redundancy can complicate a con-
trol problem but, at the same time, can expand the capa-
bilities of a robot, e.g., for singularity avoidance. One
approach for dealing with redundancy is to use heuristic
strategies derived from theoretical considerations. For in-
stance, Chiacchio [11] suggested that for minimum-time
control, one could exploit redundancy to align more closely
the surface of the acceleration ellipsoid with the tangent to
the task space path. In this section we demonstrate that
redundancy can also be used to reconfigure a robot such
that internal motion improves the acceleration capabilities
along some prespecified direction.

Consider the manipulator shown previously in Figure 1,
and suppose we wish to reconfigure this robot to maximize
the achievable leftward acceleration of the end-effector. In
this scenario we also require that the end-effector position
remain constant until the reconfiguration is (nearly) com-
plete. One possible solution is to search for the best static
posture, with the gravity-corrected acceleration polytope as
a means for evaluation. Figure 3a shows the outcome of
this search, and the small offset between ellipsoids in Fig-
ure 3b illustrates that velocity (for movement as described
shortly) has little effect at the resulting configuration.

1As defined in [6], the acceleration radius represents the size of the

largest sphere which is centered on the end-effector and fits within every
acceleration polytope over the entire operating range of the manipulator.
In this paper, we relax the latter requirement and plot r* separately for
each state.
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Fig. 4. Maximum leftward acceleration achievable at each position of
joint 1. Shown are two conditions where the manipulator is stationary
(gray curve) or moving (black curve). Local extrema occur whenever the
active torque constraint changes at a polytope vertex. Small arrows mark
the values of q1 that correspond to the configurations shown Figure 3.

However, if we repeat the search while evaluating the
polytope corrected for velocity as well as gravity, then the
outcome is an entirely different posture with more than
twofold improvement in leftward acceleration. Shown in
Figure 3d, this result was generated for the case where
joint 1 moves at a constant speed of 1 rad · s−1 and the
remaining joints move in accordance with the inverse kine-
matics solution given q1. As summarized in Figure 4, ẍvel

makes little difference in the maximum leftward acceler-
ation until the manipulator approaches the configuration
q =

[

2.02 −2.34 0.00
]T

, where the two distal-most
links become aligned.

C. Raising A Payload

Our final case study demonstrates the benefits of passing
through a singularity when raising a heavy payload. From
the previous example we saw that when two links become
nearly aligned, motion can lead to large displacements of
the acceleration polytope and, therefore, to large discrep-
ancies between analyses that assume the robot is either sta-
tionary or not. Large displacements of the polytope can be
critical, perhaps catastrophic, to the task at hand. Never-
theless, the example in Figure 3d illustrates the potential
benefits of large values for ẍvel. However, this example is
unrealistic because we assumed that Cartesian position re-
mains fixed, even when the polytope is displaced enough
that translation of the end-effector is unavoidable. In this
section we make no such assumptions and, instead, perform
a posteriori analysis of the trajectory that emerges from a
dynamic simulation of the robot.

Figure 5 illustrates one such trajectory with a 6.5 kg pay-
load. The robot’s task is to raise the payload from the
straight-down, stable equilibrium to the straight-up, unsta-
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Fig. 5. Raising a 6.5 kg payload to the unstable equilibrium. The acceleration attained at each time step is depicted as a vector from the end-effector to a
point within the acceleration polytope (gray). Close-ups of the polytope are shown in the lower panels.

ble equilibrium. Limited torque restricts the class of feasi-
ble solutions to those that execute a coordinated swing, i.e.,
those that exploit momentum and intersegmental dynamics.
The robot achieved this coordination by switching between
two sets of proportional-derivative feedback controllers—
with the reference points and feedback gains, as well as the
switch time, set by a trial-and-error learning algorithm [12].

Perhaps the most prominent feature of Figure 5 is the rel-
atively small size of the acceleration polytope. (Close-ups
are shown in the lower panels of the figure.) As expected,
the heavy payload has an adverse effect on those capabili-
ties attributed to the size and shape of the polytope. How-
ever, the payload does not necessarily impair the robot’s
ability to generate a wide range of accelerations at the re-
quired moments. This is evidenced by the varied orienta-
tion and magnitude of the vectors depicted in Figure 5.

Of particular interest from this example is motion lead-
ing to the singularity near time t = 0.92 s (frame five of
Figure 5). At t = 0.05 s all three joint actuators operate at
their torque limits and the corresponding end-effector ac-
celeration lies at a vertex of the polytope. Close to time
t = 0.40 s the robot, with low velocity, achieves a posture
that facilitates the next phase of the movement. In partic-
ular, at t = 0.75 s the manipulator begins a downward ac-
celeration toward the singularity, and by t = 0.92 s, a large
vertical acceleration “kicks” the payload upward.

As suggested by Figure 6a, the upward kick is due almost
entirely to the large value of ẍvel induced by motion near
the singular configuration. The singularity appears to offer
an efficient means for “focusing” kinetic energy to produce
movement in a particular direction. With a shorter effec-
tive moment arm against gravity, the manipulator then ap-
pears well suited to generate potential energy. After about
t = 1.5 s, the remainder of the movement deals primarily
with the coordinated transfer of kinetic energy to potential
energy, rather than the production of additional energy for
the system. (See Figure 6b.)
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Fig. 6. Acceleration (a) and energy (b) versus time for the trajectory
illustrated in Figure 5. Shown in the upper plot (a) are the acceleration
radius (gray curve, barely visible) and the magnitude of the acceleration
offsets due to gravity and velocity (light and heavy curves, respectively).
Shown in the lower plot (b) are potential, kinetic, and total energy during
the movement (light, heavy, and gray curves, respectively).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Measures of manipulability are often intended as a de-
scription of a robot’s capabilities—before specification of



a task. Implicit in such measures is the assumption that
the robot is either motionless (cf. dynamic manipulability
measure [1]) or moving slowly (cf. acceleration radius [6]).
Although we agree that analysis of stationary manipula-
tors is “fundamental” [1] for a deeper understanding of the
relationship between manipulability ellipsoids and perfor-
mance, in this paper we demonstrated that motion has a
complex, non-negligible effect on dynamic manipulability.

With the example in Figure 5, for instance, we saw that
motion-dependent displacement of the acceleration poly-
tope plays a more instrumental role than the polytope size
or shape. This example was a somewhat extreme demon-
stration that, with some tasks, it may be desirable for the
robot’s capabilities to be momentarily skewed one way or
another. The relationship between control signal and ellip-
soid (or polytope) is complex as well. Though not obvious
from Figure 5, some actuator commands appear to drive
the robot toward a desired posture, whereas others seem
to reposition the polytope in anticipation of future needs.
We interpret these subtle complexities, not as an inabil-
ity on the part of the robot, but rather as an impediment
for the design of a suitable control system. For this reason
(and others) we believe that intelligent control and machine
learning techniques will become more prevalent for manip-
ulator control.

We also demonstrated that the acceleration polytope is
helpful for a posteriori analysis of an emergent trajectory.
The challenge is to incorporate velocity-dependent effects
as part of a priori analysis of manipulability. Can one still
use the acceleration polytope (or ellipsoid) to determine fa-
vorable postures with which to bias a trajectory planner or
learning algorithm? Our results suggest that this goal is a
difficult undertaking, especially for manipulators that move
at high speed. However, the example in Section III-C pro-
vides evidence that singular configurations may be useful
in this regard.

Wang et al. [13] also observed the benefits of singular
configurations. Their work extended the payload capacity
of a Puma industrial robot by formulating an optimal con-
trol problem and by solving the corresponding nonlinear
optimization problem. Singular configurations were ex-
plicitly part of neither the problem nor the solution tech-
nique, yet the best trajectories routinely passed through
singularities. Wang et al. offered the following explana-
tion [13]: Singular configurations are beneficial because
the robot structure supports heavy loads, thereby freeing
the actuators to contribute increased torque for some other
aspect of the task.

This interpretation is consistent with “kinematic” manip-
ulability based on the Jacobian alone, i.e., the enhanced
static force transmission near singularities. Our results,
however, suggest that dynamic effects are important as
well. In particular, we demonstrated that large displace-
ments of the acceleration polytope occur for motion near

singular configurations. These results, like other measures
of dynamic manipulability, describe the capabilities of the
robot and its actuators, whereas the static force ellipsoid
describes the mapping between end-effector force and net
joint torque—with no explicit role for the actuators.

Finally, as summarized by Eq. (19), displacement of the
acceleration polytope is bounded by a quadratic in the joint
velocity. This theoretical result could serve as the basis for
setting a velocity threshold, below which velocity effects
can be safely ignored. Nevertheless, the existence of a more
useful characterization of velocity-dependent dynamic ma-
nipulability remains an open question. The desideratum,
then, is an analogue of the manipulability ellipsoid—one
that describes the way arbitrary joint-space velocities are
mapped to displacements of the acceleration polytope.
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